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Charlie Wurz’s book “The Silent Thought: America in Transition and Crisis”
is an Informative Work on the Transition and Crises America now Faces
Along with its Perils.

Recent release “The Silent Thought: America in Transition and Crisis” from Page Publishing
author Charlie Wurz is a remarkable work that discusses what “silent thought” is and its
negative impact to America, a country that is dealing with transition and crises on politics,
leadership, race, political correctness and immigration.

BETHESDA, Md. (PRWEB) March 14, 2018 -- Charlie Wurz, a freedom-loving American who has serious
concerns for the country’s path forward, has completed his new book “The Silent Thought: America in
Transition and Crisis”: a thought-provoking work on the implications of America’s greatness being at serious
risk, that reaches out to many Americans who often just accept everything as is, as the country faces the
consequences of the 2016 presidential election.

Author Wurz relates politics and how people who intend to deceive and influence others to do the same would
target the thought process as part of their strategy: “Remember this: those who engage in this malpractice have
refined this greatly and disguise their behavior very well. They take the long view, the same way for example
that advertisers do, meaning they will constantly target your thought process in order to eventually convince
you to adopt their beliefs and values.

This may be okay when deciding to buy a car, home, or clothes or undertaking the many other life choices. But
choosing whom to vote for or taking a misinformed position based on tainted facts can lead to a serious erosion
of every freedom we cherish.”

Published by New York City-based Page Publishing, Charlie Wurz’s new book is an evocative must-read work
that tackles what promotes both thought and the lack of thought and why critical thought is usually not
expressed through words and actions in America. He also examines how the concept of silent thought is
connected to the major challenges in today’s America.

Readers who wish to experience this enlightening work can purchase “The Silent Thought: America in
Transition and Crisis” at bookstores everywhere, or online at the Apple iTunes store, Amazon, Google Play, or
Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or media inquiries, contact Page Publishing at 866-315-2708.

About Page Publishing:

Page Publishing is a traditional New York based full-service publishing house that handles all of the intricacies
involved in publishing its authors’ books, including distribution in the world’s largest retail outlets and royalty
generation. Page Publishing knows that authors need to be free to create - not bogged down with complicated
business issues like eBook conversion, establishing wholesale accounts, insurance, shipping, taxes and the like.
Its roster of authors can leave behind these tedious, complex and time-consuming issues, and focus on their
passion: writing and creating. Learn more at www.pagepublishing.com.
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Contact Information
Nichole Hoffman
Page Publishing
http://www.pagepublishing.com
+1 18663152708 Ext: 8283

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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